ON RACE AND PERSUASION*

Janine Young Kim†

No one can seriously dispute that the elections of the forty-fourth and forty-fifth Presidents of the United States marked dramatic sea changes in the nation’s self-image. The 2008 election enabled us to declare ourselves post-racial. Today, we appear to have moved away from a post-racial America to a post-factual (or post-truth) one. Of course, those who cast doubt on the existence of a post-racial America back in 2008 might point out that we were post-factual all along. Did we believe the United States was what we longed for it to be rather than what it actually was? Did our emotions—whether they be guilt, anger, hope, or some strange combination of these—cloud our view of who we really are?

* This article is one of six written for CUNY Law Review’s inaugural cross-textual dialogue. The author was invited to write a short piece in response to the following quotation: “When you say racism, they say: it could have been something else. Sometimes you just know when it is racism. It is as tangible as hitting a wall, that the problem is you; that part of you that makes you the person they do not want or expect, the part of you than makes you stand out from the sea of whiteness. Sometimes you are not sure. And you begin to feel paranoid. That is what racism does: it makes you question everything, the whole world, the world to which you exist in relation. Heterosexism and sexism are like that too: are they looking at me like that because of that? Is that why they are passing us over, two women at the table? You are not sure.” Sara Ahmed, Evidence, FEMINISTKILLJOYS (July 12, 2016, 2:00 PM), https://feministkilljoys.com/2016/07/12/evidence/ [https://perma.cc/T39A-28S3].
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1 Of course, this is probably not the only significant change. In particular, dramatic policy reversals are anticipated under President Donald Trump. As of this writing, many of those promised reversals—e.g., the repeal of the Affordable Care Act—have not yet been realized. However, President Trump has already altered the federal government’s stance on a number of issues, including environmental protection and especially immigration enforcement.


Sara Ahmed talks about doubt; indeed, we seem to be living in a climate of doubt. Unreliable polls, fake news, photoshopped images, and tweets about hoaxes perpetrated by China (or scientists, or the media) add to the growing, solipsistic dread that truth is increasingly elusive. Perhaps more accurately, what has become elusive is the belief that any larger truths are possible; we are left with finding our own small truths—those derived from our immediate experiences, emotions, and choices. It is no wonder that political pundits and journalists now lament the end of an era when facts used to matter.

See, e.g., Ozan Kuru, What the Failure of Election Predictions Could Mean for Media Trust and Data Journalism, MediaShift (Nov. 29, 2016), http://mediashift.org/2016/11/136541/ (linking debates about polling with post-factual politics).


Ironically, this problem has emerged at a time when we have access to more facts about the world than ever. See, e.g., Stanford History Educ. Grp., Evaluating Information: The Cornerstone of Civic Online Reasoning 5 (2011), https://shseg.stanford.edu/upload/V3LessonPlans/Executive%20Summary%2011.21.16.pdf ("Never have we had so much information at our fingertips. Whether this bounty will make us smarter and better informed or more ignorant and narrow-minded will depend on our awareness of this problem and our educational response to it. At present, we worry that democracy is threatened by the ease at which disinformation about civic issues is allowed to spread and flourish.").
But for racial minorities in the United States, this is nothing new. Our experiences, emotions, and choices were never a significant part of the truth (writ large) of America. While blacks were enslaved and dehumanized, raped and killed with impunity, weren’t they nonetheless described as living contented, pastoral lives on the plantation? As American Indians were being exterminated—literally and culturally—didn’t the history books say (with not a trace of irony) that they were being “saved”? Haven’t hard-working immigrants from Central America long been portrayed as a drain on our economy and a threat to our identity? And Asian Americans treated with suspicion as foreigners and spies? The social condition of racial minorities in the United States has always been only a small truth, our own truth. To us, America was always somewhat post-factual.

It is perhaps a wholesome thing, after all, that this realization about America is now more broadly shared and acknowledged. To agree that the truth is complex, multi-faceted, and imbued with the personal is one way of moving away from the monolithic narratives that so readily discount the reality of our experiences. From this perspective, the apparent fracture of American consensus about

---

14 See, e.g., Frederick Douglass, Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave 12 (Boston, Anti-Slavery Office, 1845) (expressing shock that Northerners believe slaves sing because they are happy). Historian Kenneth Stampp describes the brutal reality of slavery: “A wise master did not take seriously the belief that Negroes were natural-born slaves. He knew better. He knew that Negroes freshly imported from Africa had to be broken into bondage; that each succeeding generation had to be carefully trained.” Kenneth M. Stampp, The Peculiar Institution: Slavery in the Anti-Bellum South 144 (1956) (emphasis added).


who we are and where we ought to go from here may be nothing more than (1) an illusion born from a false premise about identity and unity, or (2) if real, the logical outcome of the growing strength of counter-narratives that clash against dominant views.

Of course, this shift presents its own challenges. There are two that I would like to briefly explore in this essay. The first is that in a post-factual setting, persuasion becomes that much more difficult—evidence will not sway the individual who wishes to believe the opposite.\textsuperscript{18} The second, related, concern is that emotion trumps (so to speak) reason—instead of hard evidence, the primary tool of persuasion becomes the emotional appeal.\textsuperscript{19} These are, indeed, especially serious issues for those of us in the law.

As to the first, however, I suspect that the problem is somewhat overblown. For example, the election of Donald Trump has escalated worries about the post-factual turn in politics.\textsuperscript{20} Trump made many false claims during his campaign, and his victory has signaled to commentators that people will accept anything that confirms their preexisting beliefs.\textsuperscript{21} While I have no doubt that there were some who believed much of what Trump said, what was striking to me throughout the campaign was the fact that Trump supporters also indicated that they would vote for him even

\textsuperscript{18} In this sense, what Ahmed describes as “hitting a wall” is doubled. See Ahmed, \textit{supra} note 5 (“Sometimes you just know when it is racism. It is as tangible as hitting a wall, that the problem is you; that part of you that makes you the person they do not want or expect, the part of you than makes you stand out from the sea of whiteness.”). People of color hit that wall when experiencing the racism in the first place, and hit it again when their story is disbelieved. Just as both are instances of racism, both may be understood also as a kind of post-factual problem in persuasion. The first reflects the inability to convince someone that racial hostility, suspicion, etc. is unwarranted because people of color are not in fact, by dint of race, inferior or threatening. The second is the inability to demonstrate, to another person’s satisfaction, that these confrontations with racists actually occur.

\textsuperscript{19} See, e.g., Rhaina Cohen et al., \textit{When It Comes to Politics and ‘Fake News,’ Facts Aren’t Enough}, NPR: HIDDENBRAIN (Mar. 13, 2017, 9:00 PM), http://www.npr.org/2017/03/13/519661419/when-it-comes-to-politics-and-fake-news-facts-aren’t-enough [https://perma.cc/Z6C8-DS7W] (“[H]aving the data on your side is not always enough. For better or for worse, . . . emotions may be the key to changing minds.”); Wang, \textit{supra} note 3 (reporting that the Oxford definition of post-truth is “relating to or denoting circumstances in which objective facts are less influential in shaping public opinion than appeals to emotion and personal belief”); Jess Zimmerman, \textit{It’s Time to Give Up on Facts}, SLATE (Feb. 8, 2017, 5:56 AM), http://www.slate.com/articles/health_and_science/2017/02/counter_lies_with_emotions_not_facts.html [https://perma.cc/R3P-DCU7] (“Engaging on the plane of belief, where lies live, means taking a break from trying to prove what’s factually accurate and talking instead about what feels meaningful in the heart.”).

\textsuperscript{20} See Banks, \textit{supra} note 2.

\textsuperscript{21} See Davies, \textit{supra} note 13.
though, and even because, they didn’t believe all of the things he said.\textsuperscript{22} These voters suggested that one should not confuse Trump’s blustery campaign rhetoric and style with the actual policies that he would pursue once in office.\textsuperscript{23} To them, apparent policy positions such as building a wall on the border and ordering mass deportations were only shared fantasies—a way of connecting between candidate and voter—but not a realistic option in immigration reform.\textsuperscript{24} A strange way of thinking about one’s candidate, to be sure; but it also complicates the assumption that Trump’s victory means that his lies were actually believed or that his voters don’t care about facts.\textsuperscript{25}

The related assumption about this last election is that angry white voters turned out to vote for Trump and that the results were the illegitimate product of emotion (e.g., racial resentment, economic fear) rather than reason.\textsuperscript{26} Of course, politics has always been emotional.\textsuperscript{27} What appears to be new is the notion that in

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item Id.
\item Id.
\item Many political scientists have begun studying emotions in politics, noting its importance in all kinds of political behavior. See Simon Clarke \textit{et al.}, \textit{The Study of Emotion: An Introduction}, \textit{in Emotion, Politics and Society} 1, 9 (Simon Clarke \textit{et al.} eds.,
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
2016, unlike in other years, emotion crowded out reason to such an extent that the expected outcome did not occur. But attributing the unforeseeable political rise of Donald Trump to an angry horde of desperate and uneducated white voters is, I think, both too easy and too dangerous. It is too easy because that view taps into the facile assumption that emotion and reason are opposed to one another. Theorists across many different disciplines have demonstrated that the relationship between emotion and reason is much more complex and that emotions are more often than not undergirded by reason. While it is true that not all reasons behind emotions are good, this speaks to the illegitimacy of certain emotions rather than the irrationality of all emotions. In other words, there is nothing per se wrong with emotional voting.

This simplistic dichotomy is also dangerous because it undermines a progressive understanding of racial emotions. For one thing, it evades the actual problem in certain kinds of emotional voting – the kind that is driven by, say, white racial resentment. Rather than having the harder conversation about how such resentment may be groundless or misguided, the dichotomy allows us to stay within the zone of more comfortable generalizations (e.g., “It’s not that you have racist beliefs, but that you let your emotions undermine your judgment.”). Worse, a wholesale reference to “angry white voters,” without specificity about who they are and why they are angry, is an insinuation about a large group of people that stymies thoughtful discourse and breeds further hostility. While it would be naïve to believe that talking things through will solve the problem of racism, shame and exclusion are certainly


more likely to exacerbate the conflict.\textsuperscript{32}

Another danger of the dichotomy is that it sweeps so broadly that it includes emotional behaviors that may well be justified. For example, “angry black voters” that support a candidate who promises to rein in stops and frisks or to establish more stringent anti-discrimination measures should not be dismissed as “emotional.” Yet when we talk about emotions in this way, we are indeed being unduly dismissive. Moreover, such ascriptions of irrational emotionality are more likely to stick to racial minorities and women who have been stereotyped as such for a very long time.\textsuperscript{33} The point here is that this is not all-or-nothing; we have the wherewithal to evaluate emotions in such a way as to encourage dialogue, share ideas, and advance a more progressive understanding of race in our society.

I want to make one final observation about Sara Ahmed’s excerpt and the current discourse about post-factual America.\textsuperscript{34} Both emphasize the negative emotions of race – especially the racial hatred of one group and the racial grief of another.\textsuperscript{35} To be sure, race has been constructed around negative emotions.\textsuperscript{36} How could it not? The story of race in America is a story of dire inequality. Racial hatred, anger, grief, and fear dominate our understanding of race. It is no wonder that racial discourse is so fraught and demands an inordinate amount of courage to engage.

But here, too, we miss some of the smaller truths if we assume that this is all there is to racial emotions. Beyond these conflicts of inequality, there are communities built on love, solace, and even joy. Black nationalist movements often engendered fear in the

\textsuperscript{34} See Ahmed, \textit{supra} note 5.
\textsuperscript{36} Elsewhere, I have argued that the paradigmatic emotions of race are negative ones such as anger, fear, and disgust. See Kim, \textit{supra} note 30, at 448-62.
white mainstream by their militant challenge to the status quo, but they were also focused on service to and development of the black community.\footnote{See, e.g., Tommie Shelby, Two Conceptions of Black Nationalism: Martin Delany on the Meaning of Black Political Solidarity, 31 Pol. Theory 664, 665 (2003) (observing that among the salient goals common to nationalist movements are the cultivation of racial solidarity and self-love).} Soon after 9/11, and again after the Trump campaign’s proposal of a Muslim registry, Japanese American organizations quickly rallied together to stand with Muslim Americans who would be targeted en masse as national security threats.\footnote{See Matt Stevens & Rong-Gong Lin II, Talk of a Registry for Muslims Has Japanese Internment Survivors Asking: ‘Can’t They See What’s Wrong?’, L.A. Times (Nov. 18, 2016, 3:00 AM), http://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-japanese-internment-20161117-story.html [https://perma.cc/EA6R-GHJH].} Indeed, these kinds of racial alliances are that much more precious because of the negative experiences and emotions that minorities so often experience outside of them. Moreover, these are not irrational emotions—the brighter side of racial hatred.\footnote{But see, e.g., Randall Kennedy, My Race Problem, Atlantic (May 1997), https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/1997/05/my-race-problem/376849/ [https://perma.cc/42H5-WQQD] (suggesting that black racial solidarity is equivalent to white nationalism).} On the contrary, they are born from common experiences of subordination that create a sense of kinship, and a belief in “linked fate,” among individuals and groups.\footnote{See Evelyn M. Simien, Race, Gender, and Linked Fate, 35 J. Black Stud. 529, 529-30 (2005).} These kinships, actual and constructed (but not fictive), offer a safe harbor from the conflicts that racial identity can generate – a place where there is benefit of the doubt. And sometimes, the emotions of love and sympathy that characterize such kinships can provide the means to collective action against injustice.

My hope is that in these uncertain times of anger and grief, we keep this other side of race in mind as well and remain open to the possibility of discourse, persuasion, and solidarity. Dialogues like this one organized by the CUNY Law Review serve an especially important function today, and I am grateful for the opportunity to participate in this endeavor.